A meteor crashes to Earth... ...by Illinois Central College

Its radiation envelops a nearby cougar, and the cougar's attributes are absorbed into the meteor... ...its strength, speed, and sight.

College basketball star Jarell Williams comes upon the meteor and is struck by its radiation!

The radiation is absorbed into his body, and he takes on the powers of the cougar. As the strength and speed of the cougar are absorbed, Jarell is transformed and...

...a hero is born!

At the 2010 basketball finals, Jarell is suddenly accosted by a mysterious, glowing female!

Jarell's basketball is also transformed into a malleable metal capable of being shaped into whatever tool needed.

"Hello Cougar..."

"I'm Cheer Girl!"

"Uh oh"

We hope you enjoyed the first installment of "The Cougar"!

Let us know if you would like to see his further adventures by writing us at: Michael.Vadis@icc.edu

To be continued...